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Japan’s exports of aluminum scrap are headed for a record this year as a 
weaker yen and higher recycling capacity in South Korea boost shipments, 
according to Mitsui Bussan Metals Co.

Australia’s dollar fell to a six- week low as traders weighed prospects for 
growth in China, the South Pacific nation’s biggest trading partner, before a 
four- day Communist Party summit ends today.

Gold held losses near a three-week low as investors assessed the strength of 
the U.S. economy and when the Federal Reserve will begin to reduce stimulus.

Treasuries are set to deliver the world’s biggest loss for sovereign bonds this 
year as stronger- than-expected economic data out of the U.S. adds to the 
case for the Federal Reserve to reduce asset purchases.

11 November

Asian stocks fell after China’s leaders failed to outline steps to curb state 
dominance of the economy and amid bets the Federal Reserve may start 
reducing U.S. stimulus next month.

West Texas Intermediate traded near the lowest level in more than five 
months before government data forecast to show crude inventories rose to 
the highest since June in the U.S., the world’s biggest oil consumer.

Rubber traded near a one-week high after Japan’s currency slid to the lowest 
level in two months against the dollar, raising the appeal of yen-based futures.

Cnooc Ltd., China’s biggest offshore oil and gas producer, is considering 
constructing a liquefied natural gas plant and export terminal in western 
Canada and possibly exporting the fuel to China.

12 November

A New Jersey town settled a housing- bias lawsuit that was set for a U.S. 
Supreme Court hearing next month, scuttling a case that might have shielded 
lenders from discrimination suits pressed by the Obama administration.

Most Chinese stocks rose after the Shanghai Composite Index declined by the 
most in seven weeks yesterday.

Hong Kong stocks rose for the first time in three days after Janet Yellen, 
nominated to lead the Federal Reserve, said the U.S. economy must improve 
before cutting stimulus. Tencent Holdings Ltd. rebounded even after missing 
earnings estimates.

13 November

Asian stocks rose, with Japan’s Nikkei 225 Stock Average surging beyond 
15,000 for the first time since May, after Federal Reserve chairman nominee 
Janet Yellen signaled she will continue U.S. stimulus efforts.

Hong Kong stocks climbed, with the benchmark index rising a second day, 
after Federal Reserve nominee Janet Yellen signaled she will maintain record 
stimulus.

China’s stock-index futures rose. Benchmark indexes headed for a second 
week of losses after a top-level Communist Party meeting disappointed 
investors looking for details on policy shifts.

Japanese shares rose, pushing the Nikkei 225 Stock Average above 15,000 for 
the first time since May, after the yen weakened past 100 to the dollar on the 
outlook for U.S. stimulus.

14 November

Japanese shares swung between gains and losses as securities companies 
and consumer lenders led gains while aviation stocks retreated.

Naoki Iwami, a former managing director at Millennium Capital Management 
in Tokyo, expects to raise about $150 million by the end of March for his hedge 
fund that invests in bonds and currencies.

U.S. interest-rate swap levels narrowed to the lowest in a year relative to 
Treasury yields after Janet Yellen indicated she plans to maintain the Federal 
Reserve’s unprecedented monetary stimulus.

Five years after Federal Reserve Chairman Ben S. Bernanke dropped U.S. 
interest rates toward zero to end the worst economic crisis since the Great 
Depression, America’s financial markets have become the envy of the world.

15 November


